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Company Overview 
Proprietary and Confidential 



About 

ProTableau, Inc. (PT) is a programmatic advertising and digital media 
buying specialist agency – an independent trading desk. 

PT delivers efficient, targeted and optimized online advertising to drive 
results across all digital media and devices using a strategic, consultative 
approach while leveraging data and the leading buy-side technology.  

•  Experienced team combines 50+ years’ experience in media 
planning and buying, and digital marketing. 

•  Strategic thinkers with a nimble, curious and technological approach 
to today’s complex digital media buying landscape. 

•  Serve B2C marketers, B2B marketers and advertising agencies. 
•  Programmatic advertising expertise complemented by access to the 

leading buy-side platforms. 
•  Apply data and technology to create greater value for our clients. 



Rob Pellettier 
Chief Programmatic Officer and Founder 
Rob is a programmatic specialist and media management 
professional. He is an industry leader in the programmatic 
advertising field since its infancy. He has 25 years experience in 
media management on the agency and client side of the business. 
A multiple industry award winner, with several Media Innovation 
Awards, a Myers Media Innovation and Creativity Award, and has 
been an AdClub People’s Choice Award nominee. 

Michelle Corsano Pellettier 
Managing Director and Founder 
Michelle is a digital marketing strategist and professional. She’s 
been directing go-to-market strategies that enhance online 
customer journeys for 20+ years. A domain expert in digital 
marketing and B2B marketing, she helps clients build awareness, 
engage with customers and optimize online conversions. She is a 
recognized speaker and teaches digital marketing management at 
The University of Toronto, School of Continuing Studies. 

Leadership 



Digital Media Buying 



2013	 2014	 2015	 2016	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	

All	Media*	 12.10	 12.11	 12.71	 13.15	 13.59	 13.95	 13.73	 14.14	

TV*	 3.24	 3.14	 3.20	 3.26	 3.30	 3.32	 3.20	 3.24	

Paid	Digital*	 3.40	 3.79	 4.36	 4.80	 5.23	 5.65	 6.04	 6.65	

Digital	%	Share	 28%	 31%	 34%	 37%	 38%	 41%	 44%	 47%	

Digital	Growth	Rate	YoY	 11.5%	 15.0%	 10.1%	 9.0%	 8.0%	 6.9%	 10.1%	

ProgrammaEc*	 0.235	 0.543	 0.882	 1.198	 1.514	 1.88	 2.25	 2.69	

Prog	Share	of	Digital	 7%	 14%	 20%	 25%	 29%	 33%	 37%	 40%	

Prog	Growth	Rate	YoY	 131.1%	 62.4%	 35.8%	 26.4%	 24.2%	 19.7%	 19.6%	

*$Billions	

Advertising Spend in Canada 

	Source:	eMarketer	



“Making data-optimized ad buys in an automated fashion.” 

“Involves machine-to-machine transactions to perform ad buying.” 

“The automation of media buying; with the ability to hyper target, reduce waste, 
and bring huge efficiencies to media buying.” 

All forms of digital media and other media (TV, radio and out-of-home) are 
expected to be bought programmatically within the next 5 years. 

What  is Programmatic Advertising? 



Programmatic Ecosystem 



Types of Programmatic 
1.  Real time bidding (RTB) is a type of programmatic advertising that involves 

the rapid buying and selling of online ad impressions through real-time 
auctions that occur in the split second it takes to load a Web page.  

2.  Programmatic direct is another type of programmatic buying where 
targeted ads are placed across a more limited range of high-quality 
inventory, and where the seller is known and ad placements are guaranteed 
to meet minimum quality standards. 

The auctions employ algorithms that comb 
through automated ad exchanges to identify the 
best impressions for your audience to bid on – 
this digitization and real-time competition drive 
down the cost for advertisers. 



How Real Time Bidding Works 



Why Programmatic? 
•  Dramatic cost efficiency  
•  Hyper target your audience  
•  No wasted ad impressions  
•  Serve ads across devices and multi-channels 
•  Optimize campaigns instantly and continuously 
•  Cap frequency of ads across devices and channels 
•  Data analytics reporting  

Programmatic advertising allows you to buy ad impressions at a fraction of the 
cost, only serve ads to your target audience, continuously optimize campaigns 
for better results, and gain insights into campaign performance with data 
analytics. 



Representative Clients 

Proprietary	and	ConfidenEal	

“ProTableau brings specialist know-how in 
programmatic media buying and superior 
campaign performance results to our 
client’s online advertising campaigns.” 

- Patrick Gladney, High Road Communications 

“ProTableau is experienced and delivers 
results that exceed our online advertising 
KPI goals. They are seamless to work with 
and provide excellent customer service.” 

- Tammy Johnson, National Football League 



Drive B2C Website Traffic  
at Lower $CPC 
            Industry: Consumer packaged goods (B2C) 
            Needs: Increase website traffic and engagement 
            Target: Coffee drinkers 

      Results: 136% increase in website traffic at 58% lower CPC 

A consumer brand was looking to drive more visitors to their website to learn about their 
products and interact with content. Prior digital media campaigns produced lacklustre 
results.  

PT was tasked with dramatically increasing website visits using programmatic buying. We 
planned and executed a cross media programmatic buying strategy using audience and 
content targeting, and search engine retargeting on desktop and mobile. Continuous 
optimization of the campaign was key to success. 

The programmatic campaign increased website traffic by 136% as compared to prior 
campaigns, with a 58% lower Cost-per-click (CPC). 

•  Consumer marketers can significantly improve online advertising results through 
programmatic buying with ProTableau 

•  Delivers dramatic cost efficiencies 
•  Audience targeting and optimization capabilities deliver improved ROI and KPIs 



Generate B2B Sales Leads 
at Lower $CPL 
            Industry: Financial Services, Asset Management (B2B) 
            Needs: Generate sales leads 
            Target: Financial advisors 

      Results: 52% lower CPL and 274% increase in time spent on website 

An asset management company, new to the market, was looking to drive sales leads 
(demand generation) among financial advisors. Previous traditional and online media 
campaigns failed to produce the required volume of sales leads.  

PT was tasked with producing sales leads at a lower Cost-per-lead (CPL) using 
programmatic buying. We planned and executed a programmatic buying strategy using 
audience and content targeting with premium publishers, and website retargeting. 
Continuous optimization of the campaign significantly reduced CPL. 

The programmatic campaign delivered a 52% lower CPL than previous campaigns, and 
increased time on site for website visitors by 274%. 

•  B2B marketers can generate leads at lower CPL with programmatic 
•  Programmatic delivers more engaged website visitors 
•  Audience targeting and campaign optimization capabilities deliver improved ROI 



                  Consumer Brands 



B2C Marketers 
 Programmatic buying allows consumer brands to reach the right audience online 
at the right time and place with lower costs, hyper targeting, and continual 
optimization for improved campaign results. 

•  Optimization: buy impressions that increase your objective – and fewer that 
don’t. 

•  Target: reach the right consumers without wasting spend on the wrong ones 
•  Retargeting: reach consumers that have visited a specific product or piece 

of content on your website 
•  Contextual: target consumers while they are looking at related content 
•  Behavioural: target consumers who have an affinity for your products based 

on past online activity 
•  Geotargeting: target consumers by location, postal code or near a store 
•  Economical: lower costs for greater ROI. 

ProTableau - your programmatic trading desk! 



         B2B Brands 



B2B Marketers 
 B2B marketing has changed with the advent of digital! Modern B2B marketers are 
employing the same media and channels that consumer brands have traditionally 
used – including programmatic buying. Programmatic allows you to stretch your 
limited advertising budget with lower costs and higher ROI. 

•  CRM: reach contacts that are in your CRM database 
•  Programmatic Direct: reach prospects with relevant category or content 

publishers 
•  LinkedIn: target professionals by industry, company, title, experience, etc. 
•  Retargeting: reach prospects that have visited a web page or piece of content 

on your website 
•  Contextual: target prospects while they are looking at related content 
•  Geotargeting: reach prospects by location, whether city or business area 
•  Optimization: buy more impressions that produce demand generation – and 

fewer that don’t. 
•  Economical: lower costs stretch your limited advertising spend, improve ROI. 

ProTableau - your programmatic trading desk! 



                  Agency 



Agency 
 Does your agency have an in-house trading desk or the expertise to execute 
programmatic advertising campaigns? If not, PT can seamlessly extend your 
team and your strategic offerings by doing programmatic buying for you – 
increasing your margins and value add!  

 PT is your go-to-partner for programmatic. After all, programmatic buying is 
complex and difficult for generalists to execute and optimize for best results. 
Many boutique and smaller agencies lack the know-how, resources and finances 
to create their own trading desk.  

•  Experienced: our team combines 50+ years experience in media planning 
and buying, and digital marketing. We’ve run 100’s of programmatic 
campaigns across display, social, search, mobile, video and digital radio – 
driving superior campaign results at lower cost. 

•  Strategic: execution without strategy produces lacklustre campaign 
performance; we take a consultative, collaborative approach with agencies 
to activate your client’s campaigns with the right audience for best results - 
at lower cost. 

•  Smart: we have a commitment and passion to technology, data and 
analytics that creates greater value for clients. 



For sales inquires contact Michelle Corsano Pellettier 
michelle.corsano@protableau.com 
416-278-9131 

Visit us at www.protableau.com 

General inquiries email info@protableau.com 
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